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Class content

● The political verification process

● Best practices in fact-checking

● Tools for political fact-checking: Claim Hunter
● How to rate the claims?
● Fact-checking during the electoral context

● New narratives in verification





Disinformation, misinformation and malinformation

Disinformation is content that is intentionally false and designed to cause harm. It is 
motivated by three factors: to make money; to have political influence, either foreign or 
domestic; or to cause trouble for the sake of it.

Misinformation also describes false content, but the person sharing doesn’t realize that 
it is false or misleading. Often a piece of disinformation is picked up by someone who 
doesn’t realize it’s false and that person shares it with their networks, believing that they 
are helping.

Malinformation. The term describes genuine information (private or restricted) that is 
shared with an intent to cause harm.

Source: First Draft



Political fact-checking | Debunking
Political fact-checking (first 
wave)

Debunking (second wave)

Object of verification Political speech Viral hoaxes in social media

Origin Politicians Anonymous (not always)
Anti-vaxxer
Covid-denier

Detection Listening Social media monitoring

Tools Official sources
Databases
Experts

Debunking tools
Experts
Official sources
Databases

What to verify Matters of public relevance, 
specific affirmation (not opinion, 
intentions or future prognoses) 

Matters of public relevance, 
specific affirmation (not opinion, 
intentions or future prognoses) 



Pioneers of political fact-checking





Establish a method and recognition (2009)

The moment for the recognition of fact-checking as an important part of journalism was 

in 2009, when PolitiFact received the Pulitzer Prize. They won the award for their 

coverage of the 2008 presidential elections in the United States, "separating rhetoric from 

truth”.

What Politifact did was to establish a method. The novelty was that they followed a 

procedure, which is the same one that almost all verification platforms follow nowadays. 

Rating to classify their verifications based on a “Truth-O-Meter” on which category each 

statement falls into (true, false, half true, pants on fire ...). This brought the audience 

closer and clarified what fact-checks were. 



From 44 in 2014 to 356 in 2022Fact-checking platforms - Duke Reporter’s Lab







Examples

If someone says: ‘We are the worst country with dealing with the pandemic’. 

It’s valorative, we don’t fact-check it. But if someone says ‘we are the latest 

country in the world in vaccinating its population’, we can fact-check it.

Another example. If anyone says ‘the unemployment rate has grown 20% in 

the last year’ and the truth is that it has grown 17%, we don’t publish a 

verification, because it can be a round up or an exaggeration and it points in 

the same direction: the unemployment rate has grown.



Methodology and sources

- Diversity of sources. Each verification should have at least two different 
sources if possible. 

- Use of primary sources (direct access) rather than secondary sources 
(indirect)

- Questioning information from a source when it is an implicated party
- We prioritize sources from official or institutional organizations (databases, 

official statistics, etc.). Or experts in their field.
- Three different filters within the team prior to publication.
- The objective is to explain, not to point out
- Presentation of evidences. The conclusion is the result from the evidences







The process of fact-checking in Newtral

● Listening, monitoring (monitor the statements of politicians, prepare an agenda)
● Proposal on Slack (verifiable claims, phrases which contain information that can be 

verified)
● First contrast of the information (official sources)
● Select the claim to verify
● Consult the politician which is his source for the data he used (we give them 48 

hours)
● Second research: official numbers, other sources, experts
● Writing the article (transparent)
● Different structure from the traditional media: we explain who, where and when 

the claim was made. Then, we describe the process to verify it. 
● And then we rate the claim (we have to adjust to the definition of the rating we 

provided)







Newtral ratings
(political fact-checking)

● False
● Partially False
● Half true
● True



PolitiFact ratings





Washington Post - Fact Checker





Rate the claims

● Pact with the reader
● The verification must be a transparent text
● We rate the accuracy of the claim





Politicians than repeat false claims



Tools for political fact-checking: Claim Hunter

● In Newtral, we developed a tool called Claim Hunter to help us verify claims

● It helps to detect verifiable claims through artificial intelligence (but the fact-check 

itself is still human) 

● Read and listen to all politicians is a big effort (tools helps to save time) 

● The algorithm filters the verifiable tweets from political actors (such as congressmen, 

deputies, government…) and shows them in slack

● Claim Hunter is constantly learning from the verifiers experiences through a training 

process in which journalists daily decisions are used to teach the model when it was 

right and when it made mistakes.



Claim Hunter

Currently, the average 
accuracy is above 
85%. 

It selects an average of 
80 tweets every day



We also have 
tools that 
transcribe videos 
of politicians into 
text



VERIFICATION DURING
THE ELECTORAL 
PROCESS
Electoral debates and the coverage of the election day



Live fact-checking: 



Live fact-checking

 Different approaches:

- Some fact-checkers don’t publish at the same moment of the debate unless they 

repeat something we already have verified before

- Other fact-checkers,  the day of the electoral debate, invite experts and academics 

and when the politicians said something that seemed wrong they start verifying.  

Don’t publish until they are completely sure. It could be 4am or next day







Live fact-checking



Fact-checking alliances for elections

2022

● Objectif Desinfox (France Elections, 23 French Media)
● RedCheq Colombia (an alliance of 50 media and NGOs to 

combat disinformation in all regions of the country)



Fact-checking alliances for elections



NEW NARRATIVES
Explain, share and be creative



New Narratives (Illustrations for Instagram)







New Narratives (audios for Twitter - #SinVerificarNoRT)



New Narratives - Video Campaign “What the fake!”
:

‘Get vaccinated 
against hoaxes’





Fact-Checking in TV



Fact-Checking in TV



New Narratives (Fact-Fiction)
We choose a premiere, film 
or series and fact-check the 
context or the content to 
give more information



New Narratives (Pacto-Check) We analyze the status of 
100 promises of the 
Government pact



New Narratives (Pacto-Check)







Free WhatsApp course against disinformation 

- Newtral and MediaWise (Poynter Institute)
- The course includes videos and WhatsApp lessons
- Especially aimed at older people, but it is valid for all ages



Spanish pharmacies launch campaign to debunk vaccines 
hoaxes (EFE Verifica)



QR code in more than 
22.000 pharmacies

Link to WhatsApp 
Service from EFE Verifica



New Narratives (Twitch)



Questions? 


